Geography Exit Talks
Thursday, May 12, 2022

SESSION 1 | 1:30 P.M. - 2:50 P.M.

Jane Henderson
“The Last Place They Thought Of”: Black Geographies in Minnesota’s Settler History

Caroline Tracey
Bi-national Politics from Intimate Scales: Women and Gender Non-conforming Return Migrants in Mexico City

REFRESHMENT BREAK | 2:50 P.M. - 3:15 P.M.

SESSION 2 | 3:15 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Bridget Martin
Base En/Closures: Militarized Dispossession and the US-Korea Alliance

Meredith Palmer

Wenwen Kong
Westerly Jet and Seasonal Transitions of the East Asian Summer Monsoon
**Geography Exit Talks**  
Friday, May 13, 2022

**SESSION 1 | 9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.**

**Kaily Heitz**  
*Oakland is a Vibe: Blackness, Cultural Framings and Emancipations of The Town*

**Kerby Lynch**  
*In the (After) Life: Tracing Black Queer Spatialities under Regimes of Displacement, 1963-1989*

**Brittany Meche**  
*Downrange: Intimacy, Distance, and the Fractured Scales of Security in the Sahel*

**Erin Torkelson**  
*Bantustan Banking: Debt, Race and Social Welfare*

**CATERED LUNCH | 12:00 P.M. - 1:30 P.M.**

**SESSION 2 | 1:30 P.M. - 4:30 P.M.**

**Chris Lesser**  
*Reproducing the Forest: Science, Agriculture, and Environmental Justice in Rual Rio de Janeiro*

**Jeff Martin**  
*In the Shadow of the Wolf: Wildlife Conflict and Land Use Politics in the New West*

**Rosanna Neuhausler**  
*Spatiotemporal Investigation of Land Cover Change across Oceania and Southeast Asia and its relation to the 2014-2017 Coral Bleaching Events*

**Yanlei Feng**  
*Tropical Forests under a Changing Climate: How do extreme storms impact forest mortality?*

**HAPPY HOUR | 4:30 P.M. - 5:30 P.M.**